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Multitarget Sparse Latent Regression
Xiantong Zhen, Mengyang Yu, Student Member, IEEE, Feng Zheng, Ilanit Ben Nachum,
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Abstract— Multitarget regression has recently generated intensive popularity due to its ability to simultaneously solve multiple
regression tasks with improved performance, while great challenges stem from jointly exploring inter-target correlations and
input-output relationships. In this paper, we propose multitarget
sparse latent regression (MSLR) to simultaneously model intrinsic intertarget correlations and complex nonlinear input–output
relationships in one single framework. By deploying a structure
matrix, the MSLR accomplishes a latent variable model which is
able to explicitly encode intertarget correlations via 2,1 -normbased sparse learning; the MSLR naturally admits a representer theorem for kernel extension, which enables it to flexibly
handle highly complex nonlinear input–output relationships; the
MSLR can be solved efficiently by an alternating optimization
algorithm with guaranteed convergence, which ensures efficient
multitarget regression. Extensive experimental evaluation on both
synthetic data and six greatly diverse real-world data sets shows
that the proposed MSLR consistently outperforms the state-ofthe-art algorithms, which demonstrates its great effectiveness for
multivariate prediction.
Index Terms— 2,1 -norm, latent variable models, multitarget
regression, sparse learning,

I. I NTRODUCTION
ULTITARGET regression [1] has recently generated
increasing popularity in the machine learning community due to its great capability of predicting multiple
outputs simultaneously with improved generalization performance [2], [3]. The core of multitarget regression is to model
the intrinsic intertarget correlation, which can largely improve
parameter estimation by sharing knowledge across correlated
outputs for more accurate multitarget prediction [4]. However,
intertarget correlations vary greatly according to different
applications [5], which requires learning automatically from
data to cater the application. Moreover, multiple outputs that
represent higher level concepts generate hugely complex relationships with the high-dimensional inputs [6], which demands
powerful nonlinear regression models. The major challenges of
multitarget regression lie in jointly modeling both intertarget
correlations and complex input–output relationships. However,
these two challenges have not yet been well addressed simultaneously in one single framework.
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Fig. 1.

Illustration of MSLR.

Previous multitarget regression models were focused on
linear regression models [7]–[9] or specifically developed
under particular assumptions with strong prior knowledge
to facilitate the correlation modeling [5], [10]. However,
these linear models suffer from the limited ability to handle
nonlinear relationships between high-dimensional inputs and
multiple outputs [6]; it is nontrivial to extend these linear
models for nonlinear regression due to the nonconvexity of
sparsity constraints or loss functions [9], [11]. Those particular
assumptions, e.g., regression task parameters share a common
prior [12], [13], or share a linear subspace [14], [15], can be
too restrictive and would not necessarily hold or be shared by
different applications in practice [16].
In this paper, we propose multitarget sparse latent regression (MSLR) to simultaneously model intertarget correlations
and highly complex nonlinear input–output relationships in
one general framework. In contrast to existing methods, the
MSLR incorporates a latent space to explicitly encode intertarget correlations without relying on specific assumptions while
being able to disentangle nonlinear input–output relationships
by working with the kernel trick.
The learning architecture of the proposed MSLR is shown in
Fig. 1. The inputs are embedded into an infinite-dimensional
reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) induced by some
nonlinear kernel, which serves to disentangle complex input–
output relationships. The latent variables in the latent space
obtained via a linear representer theorem [17] extract higher
level concepts to build a common representation for multiple
regression outputs. The intertarget correlation is explicitly
modeled by a structure matrix which is learned from data via
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the 2,1 -norm-based [18] sparse learning in a data-driven way
to cater different applications.
In contrast to existing multitarget regression models, the
proposed MSLR offers multiple attractive merits.
1) By incorporating a latent space, the MSLR accomplishes
a new multitarget regression framework of a latent
variant model, which enables simultaneously modeling
intertarget correlations and input–output relationships.
2) By deploying a structure matrix, the MSLR provides a
sparse learning framework to explicitly model intertarget
correlations, which enables it to learn the correlations
automatically from data without relying on any specific
prior assumptions.
3) By working seamlessly with the kernel trick, the
MSLR can disentangle the nonlinear relationship
between inputs and outputs, which enables it to handle
more complex multitarget regression tasks.
The effectiveness and the generality of the proposed
MSLR have been validated by extensive evaluation on both
synthetic data and six challenging real-word data sets for
diverse multivariate prediction tasks. The MSLR consistently
achieves high performance for all tasks and substantially outperforms the state-of-the art multitarget regression algorithms.
Notations: The 2,1 -norm || · ||2,1 [18] is the sum of the
Euclidean norms of the rows of the matrix, and is defined as

n 
n


 m 2

Ai, j =
||ai ||2
||A||2,1 =
i=1

j =1

i=1

where Ai, j is the element in the i th row and the j th column of
A and ai is the i th row of A. The 2,1 -norm is different from
the 1 -norm which is simply the maximum absolute column
sum of the matrix, and the 2,1 -norm is a special case of the
 p,q -norm with p = 2 and q = 1, which is defined as
⎡
⎛
⎞q/ p ⎤1/q
n
m
⎥
⎢ ⎝ 
||A|| p,q = ⎣
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||A||2F is the Frobenius norm of matrix A, and can be computed
by tr (A A), where tr (·) is the trace operator for a matrix.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Previous models were mainly focused on imposing regularization terms on the regression weights to explore output
relationships, which, however, would not be able to effectively handle highly complex input-output relationships and
intertarget correlations simultaneously. They were built on
particular aspects, e.g., simply learning features for multiple
tasks [5], [19]–[21] or solely exploring specific task structures [4], [22]–[24], some of which were developed only for
classification tasks [25], [26]. We briefly review the representative work recently proposed in the literature and refer to [27]
for an up-to-date comprehensive survey.
Rothman et al. [7] proposed a multivariate regression model
with covariance estimation (MRCE), in which a procedure is
developed for constructing a sparse estimator of a multivariate
regression coefficient matrix that accounts for correlation of

the response variables. However, the MRCE does not leverage
the learned output structure to share similar input variables
among related outputs [28]. Moreover, it is a linear regression
model with limited ability to handle nonlinear regression tasks.
Zhang and Yeung [16] proposed a convex formulation for
multitask relationship learning (MTRL), which models the
relationships between tasks in a nonparametric manner based
on the assumption that all tasks are close to each other by measuring the Frobenius norms of their differences. To facilitate
task relationship modeling, the MTRL is derived by placing
prior assumptions of multivariate normal distributions on both
multiple outputs and regression parameters.
Rai et al. [8] proposed multitarget regression with output
and task structures (MROTS), which jointly explores the
covariance structure of latent model parameters and the conditional covariance structure of multiple outputs. MROTS outperforms both MTRL and MRCE and theoretically generalizes
them as its special cases [7], [16]. However, similar to the
MRCE [7], the MROTS does not provide any mechanism for
nonlinear regression.
By introducing a matrix 1 -norm based inverse-covariance
regularization, Sohn and Kim [28] proposed joint estimation
of structured sparsity and output structure for multitarget
regression. Based also on linear regression as in [7] and [8],
the method assumes that the output structure of multiple
outputs can be represented as a graph. Recently, the output kernel learning (OKL) was developed for vector-valued
functions to explore intertarget correlations for multiple task
learning [29]–[31], which would not fully capture intertarget correlations by simply learning a semidefinite similarity
matrix, i.e., the output kernel, of multiple outputs.
Ensemble algorithms have also been explored for multitarget learning. Aho et al. [32] introduced the fitted
rule ensembles (FIREs) algorithm to improve multitarget regression by adding simple linear functions to the
ensemble. However, the FIRE algorithm performs slightly
worse than the multiobjective random forests (MORF) [33].
Tsoumakas et al. [34] presented an ensemble method which
constructs new target variables by random linear combination (RLC) of existing outputs, which is also heuristically
derived from the counterpart in multilabel classification.
Multitarget stacking (MTS) [35] and ensemble of regressor
chains (ERC) [36] are introduced in [37] by transferring
from multilabel classification. The basic idea is to decompose multitarget problem into multiple single-target problems,
in which individual outputs are predicted by treating the
rest as additional input variables. However, the fact that the
training and testing data should be identically and independently distributed is ignored. To compensate this, the modified
versions: MTSC and ERCC like MTS and ERC are developed,
which, however, do not provide an explicit formula to model
intertarget correlations.
Recently, Bargi et al. [38] proposed a nonparametric conditional factor regression (NCFR) model for multitarget regression to enhance linear regression. The NCFR introduces
low-dimensional latent factors with an Indian Buffet Process
prior to improve the model by decoupling inputs and outputs
into separate noise models. However, its capability of non-
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linear regression is also limited due to the nature of linear
regression.
Rather than assuming all tasks to be relevant, the clustered
multitask learning (CMTL) [39] assumes that all tasks can
be clustered into disjoint groups. Very recently, to improve
the performance of the CMTL, Zhou and Zhao [24] presented
an enhanced CMTL called flexible CMTL, which learns the
cluster structure by identifying representative tasks. However,
the assumption of the existence of representative tasks would
not necessarily hold for due to the diversity of different
applications.
In addition, multitarget regression has recently started find
successful applications in both computer vision [6], [40], [41]
and medical image analysis [42], [43], showing great advantages over conventional approaches. By casting into multitarget
regression, traditional tasks can solved more efficiently in more
compact formulations [43].
Unlike these existing methods, the proposed MSLR incorporates a latent space associated with a structure matrix, which
achieves a general framework that enables explicitly modeling
intertarget correlations while jointly handling complex input–
output relationships. The proposed MSLR has been extensively
evaluated on both the synthetic and six diverse, real-world
benchmark data sets released very recently [37], showing great
effectiveness and generality for diverse multitarget regression
tasks. The MSLR has also shown great effectiveness in medical image analysis for shape regression [43] and cardiac
four chamber volume estimation [44].
III. M ULTITARGET S PARSE L ATENT R EGRESSION
The proposed MSLR incorporates a latent space from which
a structure matrix is learned to explicitly model inter-target
correlations via the 2,1 -norm-based sparse learning without
unnecessary assumptions (Section III-B); the MSLR provides
a natural formulation to work in conjunction with the kernel
trick to effectively tackle nonlinear input–output relationships
(Section III-C); the proposed MSLR can be solved efficiently
with a newly derived alternating optimization algorithm with
guaranteed convergence (Section III-D).
A. Multitarget Regression
Multitarget regression is to predict multiple continuous
variables from an input vector. We consider the fundamental
linear multitarget regression model
y = Wx + b

(2)

where y = [y1 , . . . , yi , . . . , y Q ] ∈ R Q are the multivariate
outputs, x ∈ Rd is the input, W = [w1 , . . . , wi , . . . , w Q ] ∈
R Q×d is the model parameter, i.e., the regression coefficient
or weight matrix, each wi ∈ Rd is the predictor for yi , b ∈ R Q
is the bias, and d and Q are dimensions of input and output
spaces, respectively.
N , one can solve for W by
Given the training set {(xi , yi )}i=1
the following objective:
W ∗ = arg min L(W ) + λ(W )
W

(3)

where L(W ) is the empirical loss function which is assumed
to be convex, (W ) is the regularization term that usually
penalizes the complexity of the model parameter W to avoid
overfitting, and λ > 0 is the regularization parameter.
Note that our method can work with different loss functions L(W ) and regularization terms (W ) to favor desirable
properties of solutions for different applications. Without loss
of generality, we start deriving our MSLR with the least square
loss function and 2 regularization due to their important
and fundamental roles played in regression models, e.g., the
multitarget ridge regression
W ∗ = arg min
W

1
||Y − W X − B||2F + λ||W ||2F
N

(4)

where X = [x1 , x2 , . . . , x N ], Y = [y1, y2 , . . . , y N ] and
B = [. . . , b, . . .] ∈ R Q×N . Although the model in (4) can
predict multiple outputs simultaneously, it does not provide
any learning mechanism to explore the intertarget correlation,
which, however, fails to fulfill the advantage of multitask
learning to leverage the shared knowledge across correlated
outputs for improved performance. Previous work has focused
on imposing constraints, e.g., sparsity, on the regression matrix
W to explore intertarget correlations, which, however, would
compromise the flexibility and expressive ability of the model.
B. Sparse Latent Regression
We propose introducing a latent space with latent variables z based on which a structure matrix U is employed to
explicitly model intertarget correlations. To effectively capture
the intrinsic correlations, we propose imposing an 2,1 -normbased sparsity constraint on S, which achieves sparse learning
1
||Y
W,U N

min

− U Z ||2F + λ||W ||2F + β||U  ||2,1

(5)

where Z = {z1 , z2 , . . . , z N } = W X + B ∈ R Q×N and
U ∈ R Q×Q is the structure matrix; the 2,1 -norm constraint
on U in (5) encourages to learn an U of column sparsity,
which enables to capture the underlying structure of intertarget
correlations by sharing subsets of latent variables (features)
among correlated outputs; β is the regularization parameter to
control the column sparsity of U . The structure matrix U is
learned in a data-driven way without relying on any specific
assumptions, which allows to automatically infer intrinsic
intertarget correlations from data to cater different applications
of great diversity.
Thanks to the 2,1 -norm based sparse learning of U ,
predictors of correlated outputs are encouraged to share similar parameter sparsity patterns to capture a common set
of features, i.e., latent variables in the latent space [20].
Therefore, knowledge is shared by correlated outputs and
the performance of multiple predictors can be significantly
improved, which enables more accurate multitarget prediction.
In contrast to existing multitarget regression models, imposing
the sparsity constraint on the structure matrix U rather than on
the regression coefficient matrix W can dramatically enhance
model flexibility that enables kernel extension for nonlinear
regression. Moreover, due to the introduced latent space,
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Fig. 2. Graphical illustration of MSLR versus GPLVM from the perspective of latent variable models. In the MSLR on the left side, z is the induced latent
variable, which is obtained via linear transformation α from the input x; the multivariate output y is obtained via a structure matrix U by 2,1 -norm-based
sparse learning. α and U are the model parameters to be jointly learned in one single framework.

the MSLR accomplishes a new latent variable model with
more expressive capability.
We highlight that due to the incorporation of the structure
matrix U , the proposed MSLR accomplishes a new latent
variable model with multiple favorable properties.
1) The latent space enables effectively dealing with inputs
and outputs from distinctive distributions by decoupling
them with the regression coefficient W and the structure
matrix U [38], [45].
2) The structure matrix enables explicitly encoding intrinsic intertarget correlations, which is learned from data
to cater different applications without relying on any
specific assumptions on intertarget correlations.
The way that the proposed MSLR introduces latent variables
is fundamentally different from existing latent variable models,
e.g., generative graphical models (PGM) [46]. In contrast
to PGMs, latent variables in the MSLR are incorporated in
a nonprobabilistic, discriminant way, which not only avoids
expensive, even intractable computation of partition functions
and but also allows efficient inference by supervised learning.
The MSLR also distinguishes from previous representative,
important latent variable models, e.g., the relevance vector
machine (RVM) [47] and the Gaussian process latent variable model (GPLVM) [48] both of which are probabilistic
models. In the RVM, model parameters/weights are treated
as latent variables by placing a Gaussian prior governed by
a set of hyperparameters and are inferred iteratively by the
expectation maximization optimization; in the GPLVM, the
relationship between latent variables and input data is modeled
by a Gaussian process, and latent variables are representations
of input data, which are inferred by maximum likelihood
estimation and do not necessarily have unique solutions;
our MSLR is a discriminant learning model and the latent
variables are lower dimensional, but high-level representations
of input data, which can be efficiently optimized by supervised
learning. The graphical illustration of the contrast between the
GPLVM and the proposed MLSR is shown in Fig. 2.

C. Kernelization
The objective function in (5) remains a linear multitarget regression, being less able to effectively tackle complex
input–output relationships, which are usually highly nonlinear.
However, although the objective function in (5) is not
jointly convex with respect to W and U , we will show in
Theorem 1 that given a fixed U , (5) admits a linear representer
theorem [17] with respect to W . Based on the linear representer theorem, kernel extension can be conveniently developed
to achieve kernel multitarget regression.
Theorem 1: Assume we have the objective function in (5)
defined over a Hilbert space H. Given any fixed matrix U ,
if (5) has a minimizer with respect to W , it admits a linear
representer theorem, that is
W = αX

(6)

where α ∈ R Q×N is the coefficient matrix.
Remark 1: Theorem 1 provides important theoretical guarantees for kernel extension to achieve nonlinear regression.
By specifying the kernel function, the MSLR can flexibly deal
with linear/nonlinear input-output relationships. In contrast
to previous methods imposing constraints directly on the
regression matrix W , which could lose the nice property
for kernel extension, the MSLR provides a natural formula
to work in conjunction with kernels due to the introduction
of the structure matrix U associated with the latent space.
It is therefore allowed to simultaneously handle nonlinear
input–output relationships and intrinsic intertarget correlations
in one single framework. More importantly, Theorem 1 indicates that we can devise an alternating optimization algorithm to jointly solve for W and U , which is crucial to its
practical applications. Although the proof of Theorem 1 is
straightforward, it is theoretically of great importance and
will offer a theoretical foundation to design new models,
and we provide the rigorous proof as follows for theoretical
completeness.
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Proof: Since U is given and fixed, the third term in (5)
is constant and can be dropped. Therefore, we denote
1
||Y − U (W X − B)||2F + λ||W ||2F .
(7)
N
The remaining two terms are quadratic, and therefore, (7) is
convex with respect to W and has a minimizer. The regularization term is strictly monotonically increasing real-valued
function, and the loss function is bounded and point wise [11].
According to the representer theorem [17], (7) admits a linear
representer theorem, which takes the form of (6).

The linear representer theorem will show great power when
H is an RKHS, which allows to implicitly map input features
into a high, even infinite dimensional space. By applying
Theorem 1, we are now able to derive the kernel version of multitarget sparse latent regression in the RKHS to
handle nonlinear input–output relationships. The objective
function (5) can be rewritten in terms of traces as follows:
1
min tr ((Y − U (W X − B)) (Y − U (W X − B)))
W,U N
(8)
+ λtr (W  W ) + β||U  ||2,1 .
FU (W ) =

Assume that xi is mapped to φ(xi ) in some RKHS of
high, even infinite dimensionality, where φ(·) denotes the
feature map of xi . The associated kernel function is k(·, ·),
that is, k(xi , x j ) = φ(xi ) φ(x j ). By applying the linear
representer theorem in Theorem 1, the regression matrix W
can be represented by
W = α(X)

(9)

where (X) = [φ(x1 ), . . . , φ(xi ), . . . , φ(x N )] and α ∈
R Q×N . Plugging (9) into (8) gives rise to the following
objective function:
min
α,U

1
tr ((Y − U α(X) (X)) (Y − U α(X) (X)))
N
(10)
+ λtr ((α(X) ) (α(X) )) + β||U  ||2,1 .

Define K = (X) (X) to be the kernel matrix in the
RKHS space. We establish the kernel MSLR
min
α,U

1
tr ((Y − U αK ) (Y − U α K ))
N
+ λtr (α K α  ) + β||U  ||2,1 .

(11)

Note that the bias b is omitted, since it can be absorbed into
W by adding additional dimension into the inputs x [49], [50].
The latent space obtained by the linear transformation α via the
representer Theorem from the KRHS induced by a nonlinear
kernel contains higher level concepts [51] which not only
fill the semantic gap between low-level inputs and high-level
outputs but also facilitate efficient linear sparse learning of
U to capture intertarget correlations. Once the model (U, α)
in (11) is learned, the multiple outputs of a new input xt can
be predicted by
ŷt = U α K t

loss functions and accepts different regularization terms. The
MSLR can work with other convex loss functions, e.g., the
ε-insensitive loss function in the multidimensional support
vector regression (mSVR) [49] and regularization terms, which
allows to cater different applications. The MSLR can flexibly
deal with linear and nonlinear input–output relationships by
prescribing the kernel in (11). It is easy to incorporate the prior
knowledge of intertarget correlations by imposing additional
constraints on the structure matrix U to further enhance the
model. The generality of the proposed MSLR is demonstrated
by Theorem 2, in which the MSLR recovers fundamental multitarget ridge regression via simple linear algebra by specifying
the structure matrix and kernels.
Theorem 2: If the structure matrix U is set to be an identity
matrix and the RKHS kernel K is a linear kernel, i.e., K =
X  X, the solutions of (4) and (11) coincide.
Remark 2: The proof of Theorem 2 is straightforward and
omitted here. Indeed, the proposed MSLR also encompasses
the landmark work of multitask feature learning [5], which
focuses on feature learning, as a special case with λ = 0.
Compared with the OKL algorithms [30], [31], the MSLR is
more generalized with a more relaxed sparsity constraint on
U rather than on the regression matrix W , which allows to
capture more complex, e.g., positive and negative, intertarget
correlations rather than only similarity between output components in [30]. Moreover, we do not assume that all tasks are
correlated and allow the existence of outlier tasks [52], which
further increases the generality.

(12)

where K t = (X) φ(xt ) and φ(xt ) is the feature map of xt .
The MSLR provides a new multitarget regression framework of a latent variable model, which does not rely on specific

D. Solutions
The objective function (11) is not jointly convex with
respect to α and U . The nonsmoothness of the 2,1 -norm
is generally regarded to be more difficult than the 1 -norm
minimization problems [50]. Therefore, it is challenging to
solve for α and U simultaneously. Fortunately, the objective
is convex with each of α and U when the other is given and
fixed. We derive a new, fast alternating optimization algorithm
to efficiently solve the objective function denoted by F(α, U ).
1) Fixing U to Solve for α: We calculate the gradients of
the objective function with respect to α, and set to be 0
1
∂F
= − U  (Y − U αK )K + λα K = 0.
∂α
N
We obtain
U  U α K + λNα = U  Y.

(13)

(14)

Multiple K −1 to both sides on the right. We have
U  U α + λα N K −1 = U  Y K −1 ,

(15)

which is a standard Sylvester equation
A

+

B=C

(16)

where
is the unknown corresponding to α in (15), A =
U  U , B = λN K −1 and C = U  Y K −1 . Therefore, (15) has a
closed-form solution and can be calculated efficiently for large
scale problems by SLICOT1 [30].
1 www.slicot.org
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Algorithm 1 Iterative Solution of U
Input: Data matrices X associated with corresponding
outputs Y , regularization parameters λ and β.
Output: The structure matrix U .
1: Randomly initialize U ∈ R Q×Q and set t = 1;
2: repeat
3: Calculate the diagonal matrix D (t ) using (19):
4: Calculate U (t +1) using (21):
U (t +1) = Y K α  (α K K α  + β N D (t ) )−1
5:
6:
7:

t ←t +1
until Convergence.
return U .

2) Fixing α to Solve for U : We propose a very efficient iterative optimization algorithm to solve U . Taking the derivative
of F with respect to U , we have
1
∂F
= −2 (Y − U α K )(αK ) + 2βU D,
∂U
N
where D is a diagonal matrix with
1
2ui 2

(D)ii =

U .

in which ui is the i th row of
we further regularize (D)ii by

(17)

(18)

(19)

where ζ > 0 is a small constant. It is easy to check (19)
approximates (18) when ζ → 0. Although the 2,1 -norm is
nonsmooth, F(α, U ) is not differentiable only when a output
is exactly predicted with a zero residual, which, however,
is unlikely in real applications [9].
By setting the derivative to be 0, we obtain
β NU D + U αK K α  = Y K α  .

(20)

U can be iteratively solved by
U = Y K α  (α K K α  + β N D)−1 .

from the following. Denote α (i) and U (i) as the α and U in
the i th iteration, respectively. For the i th step, α (i) is computed
by α (i) ← arg minα F(α, U (i−1) ). It has been proved in [50]
that F(α (i) , U (i−1) ) ≥ F(α (i) , U (i) ). We therefore have the
following inequality:
· · · ≥ F(α (i−1) , U (i−1) ) ≥ F(α (i) , U (i−1) )

To avoid division by zero,

1
(D)ii = 
2 ui ui + ζ

Algorithm 2 MSLR
Input: Data matrices X associated with corresponding
outputs Y , regularization parameters λ and β.
Output: The regression coefficient matrix α and the structure
matrix U .
1: Randomly initialize U ∈ R Q×Q and set i = 1;
2: repeat
3: Calculate the matrix α (i+1) by solving the Sylvester
equation in (15);
4: Calculate the U (i+1) using Algorithm 1;
5: i ← i + 1;
6: until Convergence.
7: return α and U .

(21)

In each iteration, U is calculated with the current D and
then D is updated based on the newly calculated U . The
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The fast convergence
of Algorithm 1 [50] guarantees the efficiency of the alternating
optimization, which is summarized in Algorithm 2.
E. Convergence Analysis
The newly derived alternating optimization algorithm is
computationally efficient with convergence which is guaranteed by Theorem 3. The rigorous proof has also been provided
for theoretical completeness.
Theorem 3: F(α, U ) in (11) is bounded from the following
and monotonically decreases with each optimization step for
α and U , and therefore, it converges.
Proof: Since F(α, U ) is the summation of norms, we have
F(α, U ) ≥ 0 for any α and U . Then, F(α, U ) is bounded

≥ F(α (i) , U (i) ) ≥ · · · .
Therefore, F(α (i) , U (i) ) monotonically decreases as i → +∞,
which indicates that the objective function F(α, U ) converges
according to the monotone convergence theorem.

The convergence of the alternating optimization algorithm
is theoretically important and ensures the efficiency and effectiveness of the MSLR for multitarget regression. It is also
practically meaningful for its wide use in real applications.
F. Complexity Analysis
The complexity of the proposed alternating optimization algorithm stems from solving for α and U in
Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. Similar to existing kernel
methods, e.g., kernel ridge regression (KRR), the computation
of inversion Gram matrix is of complexity O(N 3 ), where N is
the number of training samples. Assume the iteration steps of
Algorithms 1 and 2 are t1 and t2 , respectively, and then, the
total complexity of the alternating optimization algorithm is
O(t1 t2 N 3 ) + O(t2 N 3 ) which is approximately O(N 3 ) due to
the fact that t1 (≈ 5)
N and t2 (≈ 15)
N. Therefore,
the complexity of the proposed MSLR is approximately the
same as regular kernel methods, e.g., KRR, which could be
sped up by sparsification [48]. The efficiency of computing
the Gram matrix is ensured by recent advances on kernel
approximation methods, e.g., random Fourier features [53],
which allow to scale well with very large data sets.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
We demonstrate the great effectiveness of the MSLR for
diverse multitarget regression tasks on both synthetic data
and real-world data sets, and provide experimental analysis
of convergence.
To directly compared with previous methods, we employ the
commonly used relative root mean squared error (RRMSE) as
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Performance of the proposed MSLR versus mKRR on synthetic data with different numbers of training samples. Q is the number of outputs.

the measurement of performance. The RRMSE is defined as


 (x ,y )∈D (ŷi − yi )2
RRMSE =   i i test
,
2
(xi ,yi )∈Dtest (Ŷ − yi )
where (x, yi ) is the i th sample x with ground truth output yi , ŷi
is the prediction of yi , and Ŷ is the average of the outputs over
the training set Dtrain . We take the average RRMSE (aRRMSE)
across all the output variables within the test set Dtest as
a single measurement. The aRRMSE is the relative errors
to those by predicting all outputs as the means of training
samples. A lower aRRMSE indicates better performance. The
parameters λ and β are obtained by cross validation on the
training set by fixing one to tune the other. We use the radial
basis function (RBF) kernel for nonlinear regression, and the
bandwidth is set to be the mean of pairwise distances of all
training samples, which automatically adapts to different data
sets [49], [54]. The code will be released with the authors’
Web page.
A. Experiments on Synthetic Data
To show the ability of the proposed MSLR to jointly model
intertarget correlations and nonlinear input–output relationships, we provide the evaluation on synthetic data. We conduct extensive experiments on synthetic data for multitarget
regression tasks of different numbers of outputs. To the show
the oracle performance, we have also experimented with data
generated by the true model. For contrast, we compare the
proposed MSLR with the baseline multitarget KRR (mKRR),
which does not take into account the intertarget correlations
on synthetic data.
1) Data Sets: We adopt the simulation methods in prior
work [8], [16], [28], [55] to generate nonlinear multitarget
regression by yi = W φ(xi ) + , where yi ∈ R Q , xi ∈ Rd
is drawn from multivariate Gaussian distributions, φ(xi ) =
(xi2 , xi , 1) ∈ R2d+1 is the feature map of xi , and  is the added
Gaussian noise. We introduce the correlations between outputs
by W ∈ R Q×(2d+1) generated by W = U  U W0 , where
U ∈ Rq×Q and W0 ∈ R Q×(2d+1) are randomly created and
q < Q. We set d = 60 and experiment with different number
of outputs, i.e., Q = 10, 30, and 50. We generate 100 samples
for test and up to 4000 samples for training.

TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE (aRRMSE) OF THE P ROPOSED MSLR VERSUS THE
mKRR ON THE S YNTHETIC D ATA G ENERATED BY THE T RUE
M ODEL . Q IS THE N UMBER OF O UTPUTS

To further show the advantages of the proposed MSLR,
we have also experimented on the synthetic data generated
by the true model. Specifically, we generate input data X ∈
Rd×N , parameters α ∈ R Q×N and a sparse U ∈ R Q×Q . The
outputs Y ∈ R Q×N are computed by Y = U α K , which K
is the Gram matrix on data X and computed with the RBF
kernel. We experiment on a set of 4000 and 100 samples for
training and test, respectively, with a large range of numbers
(Q = 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50) of outputs.
2) Performance: Fig. 3 shows the performance comparison between the proposed MSLR and the mKRR with different numbers of training samples. The mKRR decouples
multitarget regression into several independent single output
regression tasks without considering intertarget correlations.
The proposed MSLR consistently outperforms mKRR in terms
of the aRRMSE with different numbers of training samples.
Note that both the mKRR and the proposed MSLR perform
better with the increase of the number of training samples,
while the proposed MSLR can produce much larger performance improvement over the mKRR, because correlations
are better encoded with more training samples, which shows
the effectiveness of the MSLR in modeling intertarget correlations. The proposed MSLR shows its great capability of
jointly modeling intertarget correlations and nonlinear input–
output relationships on synthetic data. The linear regression,
e.g., mKRR with a linear kernel, cannot handle nonlinear
input–output relationships and produces very poor results
(aRRMSE > 1), and therefore, the result is not plotted
in Fig. 3.
The comparison of the proposed MSLR with the mKRR on
the synthetic data generated by the true model is reported in
Table I. Our MSLR can produce highly accurate prediction
with very low aRRMSE especially with number of outputs of
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TABLE II
S TATISTICS OF THE S IX D ATA S ETS . d AND Q D ENOTE D IMENSIONS
OF THE I NPUT AND O UTPUT, R ESPECTIVELY

Fig. 4. Convergence illustration of the proposed algorithms on synthetic
data. F(α, U ) is the objective function. |U t+1 − U t | is the norm of the
difference between U t+1 and U t . aMSE denotes the average mean square
error of multiple outputs

Q = 50, which shows the benefits of the introduced latent
space. The mKRR can achieve good performance on this data
set, which is still much lower than that of our MSLR. The
performance on this data set indicates the great effectiveness
of our MSLR in modeling intertarget correlations to improve
the performance of multitarget regression.
3) Convergence: Fig. 4 shows the convergence of the
propose Algorithms 1 and 2 on synthetic data. We omit
experiments with Q = 10 to avoid redundance. The algorithms
converge very quickly with a few iterations, especially for
Algorithm 1, which can converge within 2 ∼ 3 steps. The
quick convergence of both Algorithm 1 and 2 shows the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithms in
solving the objective function and guarantees the efficiency
of the proposed MSLR for multitarget regression.
B. Experiments on Real-World Data Sets
The effectiveness and the generality of the proposed MSLR
have been experimentally validated by the high performance
on six challenging and diverse real-world data sets, which are
recently released and publicly available [37].
1) Data Sets: The six data sets are greatly diverse covering
a broad range of multitarget prediction tasks from price
prediction to river flow estimation, which are challenging for
multitarget regression models. The statistics of the six data
sets are summarized in Table II. We have also plotted the correlation coefficients between multiple outputs on the six data
sets in Fig. 5. We can observe that on all the six data sets
multiple outputs demonstrates strong correlations which can
be explored for improved, more accurate multitarget regression. Note that the correlations demonstrate diverse patterns
according to different data sets, which poses great challenges
and requires learning from data.
a) ATP1d & ATP7d: The Airline Ticket Price data set
concerns the prediction of airline ticket prices. The inputs,
which are a feature set of 411 variables, contain the values
that may be useful for prediction of the airline ticket prices
for a specific departure date. The output variables are prices

Fig. 5. Illustration of correlation between outputs on the six different data
sets. Higher intensity indicates higher correlation in the right bar.

of the next day (ATP1d) or minimum price observed over the
next seven days (ATP7d) for six output flight preferences.
b) RF1 & RF2: The River Flow data sets concern the
prediction of river network flows for 48 h in the future at
specific locations. The data set contains data from hourly flow
observations for eight sites in the Mississippi River network
in the USA and was obtained from the U.S. National Weather
Service. In RF1, each site contributes eight attribute variables
to facilitate prediction. There are a total of 64 variables plus
eight output variables. The RF2 data set extends RF1 by
adding precipitation forecast information for each of the eight
sites.
c) SCM1d & SCM20d: The Supply Chain Management
data sets are derived from the Trading Agent Competition in Supply Chain Management (TAC SCM) tournament
from 2010. The input variables are observed prices for a
specific tournament day. The 16 regression outputs, each
output corresponds to the next day mean price (SCM1d) or
mean price for 20 days in the future (SCM20d).
2) Implementation Settings: We follow the validation settings in [34] for each data set to benchmark with other algorithms. We compare the state-of-the-art algorithms in [8], [32],
[34], and [37], including single task learning (STL), multiobject random forests (MORF), the corrected multitask stacking,
ERC, random linear target combinations (RLC) [32]. We have
also implemented representative multitarget regression models
including the mSVR [49], mKRR, adaptive k-cluster random
forests (AKRF) [6], OKL [31], MTRL [16], and MROTS [8].
For the mSVR and mKRR, the bandwidth of the Gaussian
kernel is set to the mean of all pairwise distances of training
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TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF THE P ROPOSED MSLR W ITH THE S TATE - OF - THE -A RT A LGORITHMS ON S IX D ATA S ETS IN T ERMS OF aRRMSE (%)

Fig. 6. Convergence illustration of the proposed algorithms. F(α, U ) is the objective function. |U t+1 − U t | is the norm of the difference between
U t+1 and U t . aMSE denotes the average mean square error of multiple outputs. (a) Convergence of Algorithm 1 to update U . (b) Convergence of Algorithm 2
for alternating optimization.

samples, which generally produces the best performance [54];
the parameters C and in the mSVR are fixed to be 1000 and
0.0001, respectively, by following the original work. For the
AKRF, following the original work, we train 20 trees to build
the regression forests, set the splitting number to be 2, use the
minimum leaf size of 5, which means that a node is not split
any more if the number of training instances associated with
the node is less than or equal to 5; the splitting is conducted by
a linear support vector machine [56] in which the parameters
are set by default as in [6]; the sample rate is set to be 1 for
training each tree. For the OKL, we fix the parameter λ to

be 102 , since it produces consistently optimal performance.
For the MROTS, according to the experimental results in the
original work, we set the iteration to be 50; λ is fixed to be
0.0001; λ1 and λ2 are selected by cross validation in the grid
of 10[−3:1:3] . Similarly, for the MTRL, the parameter λ1 and
λ2 are selected by cross validation in the grid of 10[−3:1:3] .
3) Performance: The proposed MSLR algorithm has
achieved consistently high prediction performance on all six
data sets and substantially outperforms the state-of-the-art
algorithms developed recently. The comparison results in terms
of aRRSM are summarized in Table III.
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1) The proposed MSLR substantially outperforms the best
results from the state-of-the-art algorithms on all the
six data sets by large margins up to 4.84%. The high
accuracy on the six diverse data sets validates the effectiveness of the MSLR for a broad range of multitarget
prediction tasks. The consistently high performance of
MSLR on all the six data sets of huge diversity shows the
generality of MSLR in extracting intertarget correlations
automatically from data, which indicates its wide use in
broad applications.
2) The large improvement of the proposed MSLR over the
STL/mKRR methods with significant margins on the all
the six data sets by up to 12% and 20%, respectively,
showing its effectiveness in jointly modeling intertarget correlations and input–output relationships. The
STL [37] and mKRR are regarded as the baseline methods that predict multiple outputs independently without
exploring the correlation among multiple outputs. The
consistently better performance of MSLR than mKRR
indicates the effectiveness of MSLR in disentangling the
nonlinear relationship between inputs and outputs while
capturing intrinsic intertarget correlations by automatically inferring from data for diverse applications.
3) The advantage of the proposed 2,1 -norm-based sparse
learning of the structure matrix on modeling the intertarget correlation has been demonstrated by the large
improvement up to 26% over these methods, which
model intertarget correlations including MTSC, ERCC,
RLC, mSVR, AKRF, MROTS, MTFL, MTRL, and
OKL. The much better performance of the MSLR than
these methods also shows its generality of modeling
the correlations for diverse tasks. The OKL deploys a
similarity kernel to model the correlation of multiple
output, which lacks the effectiveness to fully capture
complex intertarget correlations, including both positive
and negative correlations. Although kernel extension to
achieve nonlinear multitarget regression is provided, the
MTRL is not able to effectively capture the intertarget
correlations due to the strong assumptions. The large
performance improvement over the MTFL, MTRL, and
OKL indicates the advantages of the MSLR in jointly
handling input–output relationships and intertarget correlations.
4) Convergence: Both Algorithms 1 and 2 converge very
fast within a few iterations, which enables efficient multitarget
regression. We show convergence results on three representative data sets: ATP1d, RF1, and SCM1d. As shown in Fig. 6(a),
Algorithm 1 converges very quickly within a few iteration
steps on all the data sets. We check the norm of the difference
between U (t +1) and U (t ), namely, ||U (t +1) − U (t ) || < 0.0001
as the criterion for convergence, which reaches 0 very fast very
few (2∼3) iterations. The quick convergence of Algorithm 1
ensures to efficiently update U in solving the alternating optimization of Algorithm 2. As shown in Fig. 6(b), Algorithm 2
converges quickly within 20 iteration steps, which guarantees its effectiveness and efficiency for multitarget regression.
We check F (t ) (α, U ) − F (t +1) (α, U ) < 0.001 as the stopping
criterion for convergence.
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The high performance on both synthetic data and real data
sets shows the effectiveness and generality of the proposed
MSLR in jointly modeling intertarget correlations and handling nonlinear input–output relationships. The great advantages over previous multitarget regression models demonstrate
the strength of the MSLR as a latent variable model for
multitarget regression. The fast convergence of alternating
optimization guarantees the computational efficiency of the
proposed MSLR in practical applications.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a novel multitarget regression model
called MSLR, which enables simultaneously modeling intrinsic intertarget correlations and highly complex nonlinear
input–output relationships in one single framework. By incorporating a latent space, the MSLR can explicitly encode the
intertarget correlations in a structure matrix, which avoids the
reliance on specific assumptions required in previous work.
Thanks to the incorporation of the latent space associated with
the structure matrix, the MSLR naturally admits a linear representer theorem, which enables kernel extension for nonlinear
multitarget regression. The MSLR accomplishes a novel latent
variable model of multitarget regression, which indicates the
power of the multilayer learning architecture for multitarget
regression. Experimental results on both synthetic data and
six diverse real-world data sets have shown that the MSLR
achieves high performance and largely outperforms the stateof-the-art representative algorithms, which validates its great
effectiveness for diverse multitarget regression tasks.
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